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Introduction from our President
Anthony Smith MInstSCE
A warm welcome to the summer ISCE magazine, stuffed with a
broad spread of information both social and technical, which I hope
will appeal to one and all in our Institute.

With the election, Firex exhibition and the solstice behind us,
thoughts are turning to summer holidays.
I would like to thank all those members who have paid their
subs for the year, and ask those who haven’t to contact Ros or
use the online payment system to pay before the end of the month.
These funds go towards developing our training courses and
producing this publication, among many other things.
It is also pleasing to see the growth in our supporting members,
now standing at 66 (there are three more profiles of new supporting
members in this edition). Again your contributions are key to the
growth of the Institute.
I know I keep banging on about training, but it is our prime goal,
so we have – due to your suggestions – broadened our brief to
include a new course on live sound engineering to be held in July.
If you or your organisation have any training courses you can provide
or wish to ask for, please contact Ros.
Enjoy the summer, and I look forward to catching up with events in
our autumn edition. If you have any news, or articles please drop a
line to Ros, all contributions are gratefully received.
Anthony Smith ◆

We welcome your
contributions to
the magazine
with editorial and
advertising.
Please send news
or articles to Ros

Forthcoming events diary
14 July 2015
ISCE training –
live sound engineering
Reading, UK
15–17 July 2015
Sound reinforcement
engineering & technology
AES 59th International
Conference
Montreal, Canada
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11–15 September 2015
IBC
RAI, AMSTERDAM, NL

4–6 October 2015
PLASA
ExCel, London, UK

9–12 February 2016
ISE
RAI, Amsterdam, NL

12–14 September 2015
BPM/Pro
The NEC, Birmingham, UK

25 November 2015
Security & Fire
Excellence Awards 2015
London Hilton on Park Lane, UK

8–9 March 2016
ISCEx2016
Coombe Abbey, nr Coventry, UK

contents

Firex International 2015 16–18 June
T he fire industry once again gathered at ExCel in
London for this year’s FIREX International.

ISCE supporting members were well represented at
the exhibition and the feedback from them all was really
positive. We enjoyed meeting lots of new visitors, existing
clients and colleagues over the three days and it was
particularly beneficial this year, to be co-located
alongside IFSEC International. ◆
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The 59th AES International Conference
15–17 July 2015

iums, Theaters,

T he 59th AES International Conference takes place
in Montreal and will include tutorials, papers and
workshops covering topics of practical approaches
to system design; case study analysis; and the
measurement, optimisation, installation, and testing of
sound systems.

Conference topics to be addressed:
•

sound reinforcement in arenas, stadiums, theatres,

•

houses of worship and auditoria

•

bass frequency control

•

active array techniques

Keynote addresses from some of the world’s most
accomplished system designers and live sound
technologists will augment discussions and facility
tours, and a rich schedule of social events.

•

measurement techniques and equipment

•

sound system modelling and auralisation

•

sound system optimisation

Whether you are a seasoned professional or
relative newcomer, there will be much to draw
on from contacts with top experts in the field of sound
reinforcement and electroacoustics during
this conference.

•

audio control systems & networks

•

hearing & hearing conservation

•

case histories

•

assistive listening installations & technology

•

wireless technology

•

electronic architecture & reverberation
enhancement

•

advances in transducer and component
technologies

hnology

on Enhancement

ent Technologies

ment

www.aes.org/conferences/59/ ◆

tion
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A Pair of Wharfedales
Book Review by John Woodgate HonFInstSCE
Title

A Pair of Wharfedales

Author

David Briggs

Pages

xiv+355

Publisher IM Publications LLP
ISBN

978-1-906715-14-4

Price

£30 Also available in good used
condition via Amazon

T his is a big book, a very detailed biography of Gilbert
Arthur Briggs, by Professor David Briggs, a relative,
with access to family and related archives. It has some
humorous printing errors, such as ‘dying department’
for ‘dyeing department’, ‘Kloster-Brandes’, a ‘sceptic
tank’ and a repeated technical error, ‘oersted’ instead
of ‘gauss’. Apart from the history of the Wharfedale
company, great attention is paid to Gilbert’s family life.
There is no doubt that it was ‘grim up north’ from time
to time.

Briggs was born near Bradford, showed academic
promise as a boy and entered the textile industry, but
due to the upheavals of the 1930s, turned his interest
in music and loudspeakers into the very successful
Wharfedale Wireless Works (with a ‘WWW’ logo!). His
chief talent, apart from great intelligence, was a pair of
ears that determined what sounded ‘right’, not only to
him but to a very large number of other people.
A 1933 advertisement in ‘Wireless World’ should
teach modern manufacturers a lesson. The products
are listed thus: Blue 2 watts input, Bronze 4 watts
input, Golden 6 watts input. Note ‘input’, not
‘output’, also that sounds were much quieter in those
days; consider the implications of 4 watts into a
loudspeaker with a 0.7 T magnet. Wharfedale made
a very early ‘powered loudspeaker’. It appears that
you took out the output valve of your battery radio and
plugged the 4-core lead from the loudspeaker into the
valveholder, thus finding both power and signal.
Product innovations post-World War 2 included diecast chassis and much improved magnet materials,
resulting in much higher flux densities, up to 1.4 T.
Gilbert was persuaded to write a popular book, as
opposed to a textbook, on loudspeakers, ‘because
there isn’t one’. He became a prolific (for non-fiction)
author whose books sold very well.
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A 1950 development was the creation of the ‘sandfilled baffle’, which was used in several designs.
Aluminium voice-coils were introduced. Listening
tests were paramount for Gilbert. In 1953, the first
3-way system was introduced, a corner cabinet with a
sand-filled baffle, In today’s prices, the system would
cost around £2000.
The first, very ambitious ‘live versus recorded’
demonstration was at St. George’s Hall, Bradford,
on 25 March 1954 and the first at the Royal Festival
Hall in London was on 1 November 1954 (3000
people, four 15 W amplifiers in parallel). Further
demonstrations took place on 1 April (Bradford),
featuring a stereo tape recording, the Royal Festival
Hall on 21 May, and at Carnegie Hall, New York on 9
October 1955 and 3 October 1956.
All this time, Briggs was writing books, and updating
earlier editions. The second half of the book covers
in equally fine detail the honours accorded to him by
the audio community and the developments of new
loudspeaker products under the Rank Organization
umbrella since 1964.
Do I have ‘a pair of Wharfedales’? Yes, rescued from a
skip because the tweeters were zapped. But they are
‘Rank’, not ‘Briggs’. I heard a pair of ‘Briggs’ before I
became deaf and they did sound very good. ◆
contents

Cloud Electronics is Associate Member of
Made in Great Britain Campaign

Simon Curtis

C loud Electronics, ISCE
supporting member
and British manufacturer of
commercial-audio electronics,
based in Sheffield, South
Yorkshire, recently became an
associate member of the
Made in Great Britain Campaign.

The Made in Great Britain marque supports and
promotes British manufacturing enabling customers
at home and oversees to easily identify British made
products. British manufacturing has so much to be
proud of and the Made In Great Britain campaign
aims to broadcast this great news around the UK
and abroad.
Cloud Electronics, one of very few remaining
British audio manufacturers, operates from its
headquarters and assembly factory in Sheffield,
employing more than 25 staff to hand-build, quality
control and test a complete range of high-quality
commercial audio products.

Exclusively designed in Sheffield by a team of skilled
R&D audio engineers, Cloud products are renowned
globally for using high-quality components and have
an outstanding proven product reliability record in the
field. Cloud products are used by some of the worlds
leading blue-chip brands and high-street names in
retail, hospitality, education and leisure markets.
Managing Director and Company Owner of Cloud
Electronics Ltd, Simon Curtis, is very proud of the
heritage of the Company and is very pleased Cloud
Electronics has recently become an Associate
Member of the Made in Great Britain Campaign.
Curtis states, “Cloud has been manufacturing
products in Sheffield for more than 36 years and I am
delighted Cloud products carry the ‘Made in Great
Britain’ marque, we are creating and assembling
products in-house and testing to the most stringent
standards possible, so every time a product leaves
the factory for a venue in the UK or overseas, it really
deserves the ‘Made in Great Britain’ marque”.
www.cloud.co.uk ◆

Neil Mattock Joins CIE-Group’s award-winning AV sales team
C IE-Group is pleased to
announce its latest appointment
of Neil Mattock to the position
of AV Account Manager for
the Midlands and South West
of England. Neil is the latest
AV professional to join CIE’s
award-winning team as part of
Neil Mattock
the company’s technical and
customer support expansion programme. Neil joins
CIE from projection screen specialist Draper Group
where he was responsible for the brand’s UK dealer
network.

With more than 20 years’ experience in the audio
visual and telecoms industries, Neil is in an excellent
position to grow CIE-Group’s business and coverage
in the area:
“CIE has a very strong reputation in the industry for
outstanding customer service, so I was very keen to
join them when the opportunity arose.” comments
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Neil. “I’m really looking forward to meeting the many
customers already dealing with CIE – as well as
introducing many new integrators and resellers to the
product range and services unique to the company.”
CIE-Group sales director, Steve Collin added,
“Neil has a huge wealth of experience in account
management and customer support and we are really
excited to add another AV industry professional to
the team. Neil also has a great relationship with many
CEDIA members; ideal to CIE’s expansion plans as
our growing product portfolio offers more and more
opportunities not just for the commercial market, but
now also for the residential AV integration sector. We
are delighted to have Neil on-board as a key member
of the team.”
In his new role, Neil will be promoting CIE’s
key professional AV brands including CYP, 2N,
Clockaudio and InterM.
www.cie-group.com ◆
contents

Overseas work for
Kernow AV Installations
Stephen Gilbert TechInstSCE

T here are worse places to work than in Cornwall
and certainly the drive home after an installation can
be a pleasurable part of the day with the county’s
breathtaking scenery. But the opportunity to carry out
a church installation overseas last month was a very
exciting prospect. Well, when I say overseas I mean
28 miles off Land’s End on The Isles of Scilly which
logistically speaking is of greater concern than if it
were in a different country. There is no B&Q on The
Scillies. If you forget even the most trivial item, the
installation could be scuppered! Everything had to be
triple checked before it was shipped over a few days
earlier and we were flown over for a couple of days to
carry out the installation.

St Nicholas’ Church nestles in a small cove on
the island of Tresco amongst scenery that even a
true Cornishman like myself found stunning. The
installation featured a pair of TOA H2S line array
speakers for the main body of the church and a
couple of Apart MASK4T speakers for the choir
stalls were hidden behind the roof beams . AudioTechnica U857 slimline gooseneck microphones
were used for the lectern and pulpit along with a
TOA 5000 series wireless lapel microphone system.
The hub of the system was a TOA A1712 mixer
amplifier with a DBX131 31-band graphic equaliser
to get the best out of the system and an Ampetronic
ILD300 induction hearing loop amplifier completed
the equipment list all housed in a wall mount steel
rack cabinet which was situated in the vestry which
remains unlocked because no one locks anything on
The Scillies.
www.kernowinstallations.co.uk ◆
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ISCE cited as an approved
professional organisation
in hearing loop and audio
matters by the Centre for
Accessible Environments
O ne of our members, Doug Edworthy HonFInstSCE,
is working with hearing instrument users, providing
technical know-how and expert testimony to help
them succeed in litigation against venues that fail to
provide adequate facilities for the hearing-impaired.

In one case, the Centre for Accessible Environments
had been brought in to appraise facilities at a venue
and produce a report of recommendations for the
venue to meet the needs of the hearing-impaired.

Doug was delighted to find that the report strongly
recommends advice is sought from ISCE members,
the ISCE being cited as an ‘approved professional
organisation’. The work done to raise the profile
of the ISCE is certainly bearing fruit and Doug
will be asking Council to help the ISCE and the
CAE work more closely together for the benefit
of both organisations. ◆

PAS Sound Engineering celebrate 30 years in business
P AS Sound
Engineering is
celebrating its 30th
year as a leading
provider of commercial
audio solutions and
engineering expertise.
Since the company’s
founding, PAS Sound
has evolved into a thriving specialist contractor with
a reputation for excellence among the public and
private sector clients it supports.

Speaking at their Senator Point offices, Managing
Director Jeff Vaudrey said “It is remarkable how
quickly thirty years has gone by, I can recall vividly
the first few sales and could not have imagined how
the business would be today from those humble
beginnings.”

In 1985, Jeff Vaudrey MInstSCE, founded PAS
Sound Engineering and located its headquarters
and operations in Maghull, Merseyside. From a
small company with a single employee, PAS Sound
Engineering has steadily grown through the years.
In 2000, the company moved to brand new, purpose
built premises in Knowsley accommodating its sales,
engineering and warehousing operations.

Over the last eighteen years the company has run
a successful apprenticeship programme providing
employment and training to many trainees from the
Merseyside area, many of whom remain with the
company today.

Today, PAS has increased significantly in size, with
a dedicated team of engineers and support staff
offering a complete design, sales, installation and
maintenance service to a variety of end users and
contractors throughout the UK.
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The principle market sectors the business operates in
are education, leisure, ecclesiastical and industry. “We
have provided sound systems and public address to
thousands of organisations and companies over the
years, some of whom have remained with us since
those early days.”

Vaudrey added “Running a business for thirty years
is a mark of success and testament to the countless
hours of hard work and dedication our specialist staff
have provided to make us one of the UK’s leading and
well respected specialists in our field. We would like
to thank all our customers and suppliers over the last
thirty years for their custom and support.”
www.pas-sound.co.uk ◆
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Left to right:
Miles Brooke
Dean Davoile
Phil Price

Miles Brooke strengthens RCF sales, as UK operation expands
Phil Price to take on new pan-European PA/VA sales support role
R CF has announced a significant expansion of its
UK operation, which will add new efficiencies and
impetus to the company’s sales drive, as it continues
to penetrate new market segments.

Central to the change is the appointment of industry
stalwart Miles Brooke — who brings 20 years of
experience in pro, commercial and consumer audio
within the D&M Group.
Taking up the newly created position of Regional
Sales Manager (South) he will focus on installed
sound/commercial audio and rental & touring
customers, while Mick Butler will continue to
represent RCF in the North of England and Scotland.
After a career dedicated to brand building Denon and
Marantz – latterly as National Sales and Marketing
Manager with D&M Group’s Professional Division —
Miles Brooke brings the perfect pedigree. Prior to the
formation of D&M he worked with Denon distributors
Hayden Laboratories, a company he joined in
1994. “RCF’s diverse brand portfolio offers exciting
challenges in market segments with which I am
already familiar – and I look forward to increasing their
market share,” he stated.
His arrival will enable the long-serving Dean Davoile
to step up to Director of Sales for RCF’s UK office.
11
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“We are delighted to have secured the services of
Miles as part of this carefully considered restructure,
which will not only enable us to give closer support to
our customers and sales network, but consolidate in
all our core markets.”
Davoile takes up the senior position as
Phil Price MInstSCE, who originally set up the
RCF UK operation exactly 25 years ago, takes
up a new role as RCF International Sales
(voice evacuation systems).
“RCF has made considerable investment in
designing all new electronics that are fully certified
to EN54 standards — which will particularly impact
on the DXT 3000 and DXT 9000 digital evacuation
systems,” he stated. “I am relishing the opportunity
to build on this momentum.”
He added, “We need to identify and work with
distribution partners and system integrators
specifically within Europe to capitalise on our unique
position of being able to offer complete solutions —
based on our long heritage in loudspeaker systems
and our new EN54 electronics.”
All appointments apply with immediate effect.
www.rcfaudio.co.uk ◆
contents

Technology made simple · The right to record
Jason B Williams MInstSCE
J ason Williams regularly consults with local and
national government authorities providing technical
advice and support.

The Rt.Hon. Eric Pickles MP recently signed a
parliamentary order to allow the public recording
of local meetings. Jason offers you some practical
advice on how you can bring your local authority
customers into the 21st century by helping then
to choose the right technology to facilitate
these recordings.
When assessing what technology is required by your
customer I believe the best place to start is by making
a site visit and taking a close look at the layout of their
meeting room(s) in order to ascertain what facilities
they might like to put in place to allow public and
press easy access to the proceedings.
During their next meeting it might be prudent to sit in
the public gallery to get a feel for the sight lines and
audio quality available in this area.
Perhaps ask yourself these questions:
•

Do you get a clear unobstructed view of the
proceedings?

•

Can you hear all parties clearly and intelligibly?

Anyone who is tweeting, blogging, or recording a
meeting will need to see and hear the proceedings
clearly in order to provide an accurate record.
If you believe that the public areas are failing to
meet these basic requirements you might be
surprised at how simply this can be rectified by
choosing the right solution.
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Local public and press will be very keen to come and
exercise their new recording rights so offering them
the right conditions will ensure your client meets the
regulations and enhances their public relationship.
You may like to use this opportunity as a good time to
review their existing audio-visual facilities.
For example, most meeting rooms will normally have
some kind of microphone discussion system installed.
Is this system fully functioning? When did it last have
a service? Is your customer able to provide a service
to people who require hearing assistance?
Older wired microphone systems can be easily
replaced with up-to-date wired or wireless systems
but great care must be observed when choosing the
right equipment for your venue.
If there are reduced sight lines in the meeting room
proving an obstructed view of the proceedings you
may like to consider offering a PTZ camera system to
record meetings and sharing the recordings either in
real time through a web streaming solution or to an
archive perhaps based in the cloud.
The provision of a recording solution may help to
alleviate problems associated with people bringing
their own recording devices such as iphones,
androids, and laptops, all of which are now equipped
with wireless technology that could potentially cause
interference/congestion with internal wi-fi equipment
and then there are potential health and safety issues
to be observed.
www.brahler.co.uk ◆
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VIGIL2 voice alarm for
Odeon Birmingham Plaza

P FS Group Ltd (PFS), a Baldwin Boxall Gold Status
customer, was chosen to replace the voice alarm
system in the Odeon Birmingham Plaza.

Located in the heart of Birmingham, the Birmingham
Plaza is a comprehensive family leisure and
entertainment centre. The site offers several options
for entertainment for the whole family – making it a key
destination for many. Among these is the UK’s biggest
cinema chain – Odeon. The Birmingham Plaza Odeon
has an impressive twelve screens – including a ‘big
screen, big sensation, isense 4K screen’.
Odeon approached PFS regarding the replacement of
the voice alarm system installed on the premises and
PFS was delighted to win the project. A full site survey
and an assessment of the necessary works was
produced. PFS then placed their order with Baldwin
Boxall for their VIGIL2 voice alarm system.
A phased installation was planned to ensure that any
down time and disruption was kept to an absolute
minimum. To achieve this, it was necessary to install
the new voice alarm equipment alongside the existing
system, with loudspeaker circuits being transferred
gradually over to the new voice alarm racks. Strictly
adhering to ‘good practice’ methods throughout
the project, PFS checked all loudspeaker circuits,
prior to the migration; clearing any faults found
ensured that the new system would be fault free at
the time of changeover. One by one, each circuit was
disconnected and re-routed to the correct circuit
within minutes.
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Talking about the project, Pete Ford (Risk
Management Director, Odeon) said “Odeon
prides itself on providing exceptional service and
entertainment facilities throughout the UK. To
ensure that this reputation is maintained, we need all
suppliers and products to be of a very high standard.
PFS were professional throughout the process and
we are very pleased with the installation. The sound
quality of the system is really good and the facilities it
provides us with are exactly as we need.”
Andrew Cowen (Director) said “We are very pleased
with the way this project went – the effort during the
planning stage prior to installation really paid off. We
chose Baldwin Boxall’s VIGIL system because we
knew that we could totally rely on the quality and
could trust that it would function as it was supposed
to. We are absolutely committed to providing a quality
service and know that Baldwin Boxall will not let us
down.”

The voice alarm system
The VIGIL2 system on the site is a four zone system
comprising of fifty circuits. It is built into a 43U high
rack enclosure and provides zonal paging and
background music. Being a voice alarm system, it is
fully monitored and battery backed to ensure it will
operate even if the mains power fails.
www.baldwinboxall.co.uk/Voice-Alarm ◆
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Introduction to
live sound engineering
www.isce.org.uk
14 July 2015
SFL Group
Woodley, Reading RG5 4SW
www.sflgroup.co.uk
Member £180
Non-member £225
Three or more persons
from the same company:
10% off each individual fee
All fees exclude VAT

Presenters:
Brian Hillson AMInstSCE
Mark Payne AMIOA, BSc Hons

A practical seminar covering
the fundamentals of mixing
and operating a sound system
in live situations. Demonstrations
of both analogue and digital desks
and an opportunity to see and
hear multiple live mixes of music
sources in real time.
Most sound engineers who operate
mixing consoles in concerts, conferences
and festivals have learned their trade by
hard graft and experience rather than
formal training.
Even many of those who have studied
music technology, acoustics or theatre
have not had formal training to prepare
them for the real world challenges of
delivering live sound in differing venues
and fast changing situations.

Book your
place now!

This course is designed to bring learning
opportunities to aspiring engineers and
musicians wanting to work in live sound, or,
experienced engineers who will benefit from
good advice and practical teaching.

Training Courses
contents

Introduction to
live sound engineering
www.isce.org.uk

Presenters:
Brian Hillson AMInstSCE
Mark Payne AMIOA, BSc Hons

You will learn about

Who should attend

• Propagation of sound

• Aspiring engineers who are budding

– as applied to live sound reproduction
• Microphones

– their use, misuse, and correct placement
• Common problems

– and how to overcome them
• Mixing skills

– introductory orientation and advanced tips
• Gain structure

– equalisation, FX. and processors
• Loudspeakers

– their attributes, and how to array them
• Balance engineer

– how to advance to creative mixing
• Acoustic considerations

– significance and live implications
• Real world mixing

– multiple sources, musicians’ foldback
• Digital desks

– A to D and signal distribution

FOH or monitor engineers and need to
prepare for their career.
• Experienced sound designers or consultants

who need to better understand the demands
of live sound operation.
• Studio engineers who may need to tour

with their artists and want to understand
differences between recording techniques
and live sound requirements.
• Musicians who have a keen interest in how

their performance is reproduced, and want
to appreciate mixing skills.
Entry requirements
There are no formal entry requirements, but it
would be beneficial for delegates to have some
working experience of sound systems and/or
music performance.
The course is designed to be understandable to
engineers who are new to the business and yet
cover technical concepts appropriate to more
experienced technicians and operators.

Book your
place now!
Training Courses
contents

New Supporting Members

H earing Products International specialise in the

design and sale of nationally recognised assistive
listening devices and technical aids for people who
have a hearing or a speech disability.
Established in 1992 we are a market leader in
hearing loops, induction loop systems, wireless
television listeners, voice amplifiers, and home
alert systems and devices.
All our hearing loop systems, wireless listeners and
other products use the latest technology to help
people to hear better quality sound from
their television, radio or hi-fi, while enjoying the
portability of wireless systems and independent
volume adjustment.
All our products are high quality, easy to use and
great value for money, such as our new addition
the unique loop system, MegaLoop DAC with
integrated digital to analogue converter – currently
the only loop system of its kind, allowing connection
to all modern televisions using the digital optical
output socket. Echo is the registered trade mark
of Hearing Products International Limited.
www.hear4you.com ◆

M onacor International are one of Europe’s leading
manufacturers of sound, light, public address,
security and accessories for the professional user.

Established in 1965 in Bremen, Germany, Monacor
has grown into a company operating in over 35
European countries.
Monacor UK serve thousands of installers all over
the UK and Ireland, providing them with unrivalled
customer service and product knowledge enabling
us to become a solutions provider for every budget.
www.monacor.co.uk ◆

M SI specialises in voice alarm and complex
public address systems. As well as working with
facilities managers, we partner with other specialist
contractors to deliver quality solutions to their clients.
We bring the benefit of many years of experience
in the industry to design the best solutions for our
clients’ needs.

www.msiaudiosystems.com ◆

If you want to join a select group of
companies who have chosen to
encourage us in our efforts to improve
technical standards and practices
within the sound industry, contact
Ros for an application form or go to
www.isce.org.uk/supporting-members/
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A long look at amplitude distortion – part 2
The effect of negative feedback when the forward path is significantly non-linear
John Woodgate HonFInstSCE
W e can show, but not without using a minimum
amount of mathematics, that the effect of negative
feedback is to cause the feedback signal, which
contains all the input frequencies and the new ones
generated by intermodulation in the forward path
through the amplifier, to intermodulate again with the
input signal. With feedback applied, the new input
signal is:

Equation 1:
vi,new = vi – β (avi + bvi2 + cvi3)
Here, β is the ‘feedback coefficient’ and the minus
sign shows negative feedback.
This means that the output v0 is:
Equation 2:
v0 = a(vi – β (avi + bvi2 + cvi3)) +
b(vi – β (avi + bvi2 + cvi3) 2) +
c(vi – β (avi + bvi2 + cvi3) 3)
It is fairly clear that to continue with a full mathematical
analysis, even with vi a simple sine wave, would be
complex and tedious. However, what we can tell,
from what we found above, is that we will get sums
and differences of all the frequencies produced by
the forward pass of the signal through the amplifier.
For a single sine wave input, all the frequencies are
harmonics, but not just the second and third; the
sum of those is the fifth harmonic ,and this process
is continuous, because the signals go ‘round and
round’ the forward path and the feedback loop until a
steady state is reached; the fifth and second produce
the seventh, the fifth and third produce the eighth,
the eight and third produce the eleventh, and so on.
What we find with real measurements is a procession
of harmonics going up to orders limited only by the
upper bandwidth limit of the closed-loop amplifier.
Each harmonic has a low amplitude, but the highorder odd harmonics are musically discordant, so all
is not well.
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When we consider what happens with two sine
wave signals, we can easily see that we get a whole
forest of harmonics and intermodulation products.
The sound quality can easily be poor, especially at
high frequencies. This was a serious problem with
certain early audio ICs for automotive applications,
and is the reason why IEC 60268-3, the International
Standard for amplifier measurements, has provision
for a weighted measurement, basically weighting the
harmonic amplitudes by frequency, for fundamental
frequencies from 31.5 Hz to 400 Hz.
This is all very well, but we need something a bit closer
to practical considerations than a set of equations.
So I’ve used LTspice simulations; LTspice is a free and
very powerful implementation of Spice and is not only
free but has a very active, independent support group
as a mailing list on Yahoo. Only FETs, among active
devices, have a simple power-law (square law) nonlinearity. Bipolar transistors follow an exponential law
and triode valves/tubes have a three-halves power
law. Both of the these create an infinite series of
harmonics, which make the spectra too confusing.
We begin with the amplifier having no overall
feedback. I have adjusted it to have about 5% THD
under those conditions, so that the weaker distortion
products still stay what can fairly be described as
significant and don’t disappear into processing noise
in the simulator. If the forward path linearity is better,
everything in the output signal, except the
fundamental frequency component, simply steps
down the decibel scale. All the new frequencies are
still there. For the cases with feedback, the input
voltage is increased so as to maintain the same peak
output at the fundamental frequency. We have to do
that to get a fair comparison, because the varying
distortion affects the peak value of the distorted
waveform, so that can’t be used as the reference.
Figure 6 shows the output spectra produced by
a single input signal with no feedback and
several degrees of gain reduction by feedback.
The intermodulation spectra with two input signals
are also shown. Note the total harmonic distortion
(THD) figures. There are no ‘THD’ figures for the
examples with two input signals, because they
would be meaningless. ▸
contents

Figure 6 Output spectra under various conditions
(you can zoom in on these graphics to show details)
a) Spectrum of the
simulated amplifier
with no feedback.
THD = 5.05 %

b) The effect of
feedback giving a
10 dB gain reduction.
THD = 5.76 %

c) Feedback giving a
26 dB gain reduction.
THD = 0.174 %

d) Feedback giving a
40 dB gain reduction.
THD = 0.034 %

e) Intermodulation
spectrum due to
two equal amplitude
input signals

f) As e), but with the
spectrum extended to
show lower frequencies ▸
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We can see that more feedback reduces THD,
eventually to negligible levels, below the noise in any
real amplifier, EXCEPT that with only a 10 dB gain
reduction, the spectrum extension wins over the
reduction effect and the THD actually increases (see
[1]). It must be possible to show mathematically that
this happens for a range of small gain reductions,
but that is for a future paper. Clearly, this is an effect
that needs to be watched for, if modest amounts
of feedback around a significant non-linearity are
employed. It appears that above 26 dB of gain
reduction, the THD uniformly decreases, but more
feedback than that is required to reduce high-order
harmonics to their open-loop levels and below [1].
A detailed look at how the amplitudes of the
harmonics vary with the gain reduction shows that the
notion that they all decrease in amplitude equally as
the gain reduction is increased is not correct. This is
another ‘oldie’, going back to 1961 [2] [3] [4] or even
earlier. The error is due to assuming the forward gain
of the amplifier is constant, whereas, being nonlinear, it varies with the instantaneous signal voltage.
In [5], Baxandall analyses the distortion produced by
the exponential transfer characteristic of a bipolar
transistor. It demonstrates vividly the need to avoid
small amounts of negative feedback – a minimum
gain reduction of 26 dB is indicated.
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◆

Popular misconceptions
•

Negative feedback always reduces distortion.
Not for a range of small amounts of feedback –
see above

•

Each harmonic is reduced by the same amount as
the gain. It cannot always be, because, for small
amounts of feedback, harmonics above the second
increase in amplitude compared with the nofeedback case

•

Noise is reduced by the same amount as the gain.
This is true of the actual noise voltage output, but
the signal voltage is reduced as well, so the
signal-to-noise ratio is unchanged

•

Frequency response is improved. This is usually
true for small signals, but the amplifier may not be
able to handle strong signals at very low
frequencies if it contains a transformer or at high
frequencies if it cannot dissipate the heat caused
by reduced efficiency.
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Prime Minister’s address to the nation after the election
Harold Smart FInstSCE
W ere you watching TV on Friday 15 May at about
12 noon, the day after the election when both the
BBC and ITV went over to an outside broadcast at
Downing Street?

The commentator informed viewers that the Prime
Minister was to address the nation and, after a short
wait, two people were seen to carry out a lectern,
complete with attached microphone from a side
door and place it in position, closely followed by
the sound engineer with an armful of cable.

The engineer spent some time sorting it out before
plugging it into the lectern. He mounted the lectern to
test, but failed to get a result, so he fell to his knees to
check the plug and socket – still no response. Then
he disappeared back the way he had come.
There was a very long wait with the commentator
running out of things to say before eventually the
Prime Minister appeared. At first the sound appeared
a little distant, but after a few words it was obvious the
lectern microphone was cross-faded in. How I felt so
sorry for that engineer with the whole of the world’s
press looking on. I knew how he felt! ◆
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